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Chem.Eng.

Building renovation starts
Department expects the
work to take three semesters
Major
renovation
is and two summers. If that is
scheduled to start in the old the case, the work will not be
Chemical
Engineering done until August of 1982.
Since utilities in the
building this spring. The
project will close the building will be disrupted,
building,
resulting
in the building will be closed
disruption of many of the during the work. Many of the
laboratory classes held in labs in the building will be
consequentially cancelled
the building.
Work will concentrate on for the duration.
In order to minimize the
updating physical aspects of
the forty-year-{)Id building. closing of labs, some are
New utilities and plumbing being offered in condensed
will be Installed, and the form this semester. For
whole building will be air- example, chemistry 51 and
conditioned when the project 52 are a two-semester lab
is done. Some new equip- series. Both are operating on
half-semester
basis;
ment may be acquired in the a
process though the main Chern. 51 is the first half of
target of the project is the the semester, and Chern 52 is
the second half.
building itself.
This arrangement, unSome students have accused the present lab fortunately, means that the
equipment of being ancient students must spend twelve
and unreliable. Dr. Johnson hours per week in the
the
chairman of the laboratory, besides any
other classes and labs they
Chemical
~ngineering
Department,
says
the may have. Chemistry 51 and
equipment is old but still 52 normally take six hours
good. He says the depart- per week each.
Dr. Johnson said that
ment is more interested in
the quality of the written lab accommodations will be
report than in having all made for everyone who
a
particular
data points fall precisely on needs
laboratory clasS to graduate.
the curve.
The completion date of the He emphasized that no one's
renovation project seems to graduation plans will be
be uncertain. The dean of disrupted.
Many younger studentS,
arts and sciences, Dr.
Barker, said work should be however, who are in no
danger
of
completed in time for immediate
classes in the fall. Dr. graduating, are concerned.
Johnson said that the ar- They are afraid the flow of .
will
be
chitect expects completion prerequisites
by next fall, though the exact disrupted. If they cannot
take the classes they need
date remains to be seen.
when they want, the students
Students in some classes, are afraid of delays evenhowever, have been told that tually
affecting
their
the Chemical Engineering graduation date.
By KEN HARDY

J

Labs in the old Chemical Engineering building
are being prepared for renovation. This project

o

is expected to be completed by next fall.
( Photo by Bee)
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Beta Sigma Psi placed on party probation
By SUZY BRUNER
Dr. B.K. Robertson, Dean
of students, has taken action
against Beta Sigma Psi
fraternity by placing them
on party probation. The
press release from the Office
of Public Information reads
as follows:
"After an investigation of
the incident associated with
Beta
Sigma Psi and

following discussions with an
alumni representative, officers of the fraternity, and
the chapter advisor, it was
determined that Beta Sigma
Psi did not thoughtlessly
create conditions which
could lead to injury.
Safeguards were !)Ianned
that, unfortunately, proved
ineffective. In the light,
however, of prior statements
by the Dean of Students, it is
judged that the chapter
exercised poor judgment by
Including this activity in the

pledge program. For this
reason,
the Dean of
Students.
a) places Beta Sigma Psi
on party probation from
Sept. 15 to Dec. 1, 1980. With
the exception of activities
planned for parents on
Saturday, Oct. 4, and a tenth
reunion for alumni during
Homecoming, Beta Sigma
Psi is forbidden to sponsor
social functions during this
period,and
b) restricts intervisitation
hours from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
during the same period,
except on the two occasions
mentioned above."
Beta
Sigma
Psi's
preSident, Terry Yotter,
explained the details of the
incident. "On the evening of
Sept. 5, we took our pledges,
in groups of four or five, to
various places in Phelps
County. Two miles was the
average distance from town
that each group was taken.
From that point, the pledlfes

Student Union Board
presents in concert:

were supposed to walk to
town and then they were to
find their way around Rolla.
For the major part of time,
they were in town. The
pledges were accompanied
by fraternity members who
followed them in a car.
"The pledge activity was a
form of scavenger hunt,
where
the
pledges
familiarize themselves with
Rolla, the pledges in their
group, and the actives
responsible for them.
"About nine forty-five, one
group of pledges was
walking along Highway E. A
truck was coming toward
them and a van was approaching from the rear.
The truck had on its high
beam headlights. The van
moved closer to the side of
the road to avoid the truck.
Paul Reinhardt, freshman,
was clipped on the shoulder
by the mirror of the van.
"The group of actives that
was responsible for wat-

ching the pledges immediately took Reinhardt to
Phelps County Hospital,
where he was treated and
released. Reinhardt had ·six
stitches,
a
bruised
shoulder, and a cut on his
elbow.
"I called Joe Ward (a
representative of the Office
of Student Personnel) who
then came out to the hoSpital
to see how Reinhardt was.
Ward was very helpful when
we had to deal with hospital
and University officials."
Dean Robertson was very
complimentary
when
speaking of Beta Sigma Psi.
He had this to say, "Beta
Sigma Psi is a responsible
fraternity. In the past,
they've been able to handle
any difficulties they've
encountered. I think Beta
Sig has a very good alumni
association, and also a very
good group of parents. Also,
(continued on page 4)

MISSOURI

Curators authorize
sale of land
SOURCE:OPI
The University of Missouri
system Board of Curators
has authorized the sale of 5.4
acres of land to the Phelps
County Memorial Hospital in
Rolla.
The land is located just
north of the present hospital
and is part of the original
land grant used to establish
the Rolla campus in 1870.
Many years ago the land on
which the hospital is now
located was sold to the
hospital by the Board of
Curators. Then, when Interstate 44 highway was built
through Rolla, it isolated this
5.4 acres and made It im-

practical for use by UMR.
The land was offered in
competitive bidding and the
Phelps County Hospital bid
of $110,660 was the highest
offered. In the same request
for bids, three other pieces of
UMR property was offered
for sale. However, no bids
were received on a .22 acre
tract in Maries County, and
the bids on an BO-acre tract
in Dent County and property
at 3 Watts Drive, Rolla, were
rejected because they were
considered too low.
Income from the the land
sale will be used to acquire
other property needed for
campus expansion.

Sept. 27

8:00 p.m.
Multi-Purpose Building
Free with UMR I.D.
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Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of
Events ' Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Event
lendar
THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Great Films Series presents "Days of Heaven" at 7:30 p.m. In
the MIles Auditorium In ihe ME Building. Season ticket or $2 at the
door.
TOGA TOGA TOGA
Delta 1!igma Phi Is having Its third annual toga party Thursday,
September 25, starting at 8:00 p.m. Get your sheet together and come
on out.
G.D.1.
Second general membership meeting, Thursday, Sept. 25, C.E. 114
at 7 p.m. (Governor's meeting at 6 p.m.) There'll be free door prizes
and a party after, so come on out and join - It's not too late I
Saturday, Sept. 27th at 8 a.m. you're invited to "Ooat" with us from
Devll's Elbow to Jerome. Sign up Is at the Hockey Puck until Thursday. Cost Is $15 per canoe. There will be refreshments for survivors
at the end. Everyone welcome!
UMRBOWLING TEAM TRYOUTS
UMR Bowling Team will be having tryouts for the 198(H11 bowling
season. All Interested fuJI-time undergraduate students are invited to
try out. There are openings on both the men's and women's teams.
The team bowls In the Gateway intercollegiate Conference and all
conference matches are held on weekends so as not to conflict with
classes. Tryouts will be held at Colonial Lanes, Bus. Loop H4 West,
starling Thursday night, Sept. 25th at 8:30 p.m. Cost Is $7.50 per
person. Tryouts will consist of eight games. Four games will be
bowled Thursday, Sept. 25 and four· more games will be bowled
Sunday night, Sept. 28.
INDEPENDENTS' WEEKEND
Make plans to attend the Independents' Weekend events.

Oct. 2
Oct. 3
Oct. 4

Thursday
Friday Afternoon
-Friday Night
Saturday Afternoon
Saturday Night

- Hay ride
,- Games
- Party
- Barbecue
-=-FarfyO<COronaTlon

FRIDAY
.
EVERYONE
Party at the "CRIB" Friday, Sept. 26th, 8:00-? CRIB JAM I.
Everyone Is coming I For Information ask Tony, Rob or Pat at the
Hockey Puck.
LAMDA CHI ALPHA
The Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Is sponsoring It's second annual
Night at the Fights boxing match for charity, to be held on Friday,
October 3 at 8 p.m. All Interested boxers are invited to attend
workouts at the UMR Multi-Purpose building, Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at 7 p.m. All equipment Is provided. For more Information
you may call the Fraternity house at 364-9901 and ask for Kenny
Strope.

IEEE
The IEEE will hold Its annual fall picnic this Friday afternoon at
Lions Club Park In pavilion 14. The picnic will run from 3:00-? with
food and refreshments provided. Anyone Interested In the IEEE Is

Missouri Miner
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DAYBREAK
A ChrIstian rock group will be appearing on the UMR campus at the
Hockey Puck on Saturday evening, Sept. 27th. The concert will be at 6
p.m. (so as not to Interfere with the "MIssourI" concert at 8 p.m.) and
Is free . The group Includes seven musiCians, and was very well
received the last time they were In Rolla - so come out and hear some
great Christian music. Sponsored by the Newman Center.
TAU BETA PI WORK DAY
The UMR chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering honor
society, will hold a work day on Saturday, October 11. The day's activities are to raise money for the chapter's freshman scholarship
fund.
On October 6 from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., work crews will be at the
disposal of anyone who wishes to have almost any type of job done.
The decision as to the amount of money to be contributed to the
scholarship fund Is left entirely up to the employer. This Is a golden
opportunity to put an end to those odd jobs one just never seems to get
around to.
To secure a work crew before October 11, call Ron Thompson at 3647437 between 4 and 7 p.m. On October 11, dial 341-4552. All participation will be welcomed and appreciated.

18

NODAY
CHANCELLOR'S OPEN OFFICE
The chancellor's open office hours will be 8 to 9 a.m. and 410 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday as always. This Is a time for faculty, students
and staff 10 come In and discuss matters of concern with the chancellor.
DECEMBER GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the

fall semester, you should make application for that degree by going to
the Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The Iteglstrar's
Office will not be able to Include you with other students finishing
undergraduate and graduate degrees on December 21 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.
S.W.E.
The Society of Women Engineers Is now accepting resumes for our
annual resume book. Forms may be obtatoed at the Student Union
candy counter, at the S.W.E. office In Building T-23. ThIs service Is
free for S.W.E. members and costs $1.00 for non-members. The
deadline for completed forms Is Oclober 7.

MONDAY
SOUTHWINDS
Attention, all UMR students! Southwlnds (GRMLS) get acquainted
coffee this Monday night. Humanities and Social Science, G-7. For
anyone with an art Interest of any kind. See you at 7:00 Monday night.

TUESDAY
SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS
The UMR student branch of the Society of Automotive Engineers
will be having Its first meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 30, 1980. The guest
speaker will be George Schmidt from Moog Automotive. Memberships will be available and there will be refreshments after the
meeting.

BLUE KEY
Any student with either an address or telephone number change,
please report this to Parker Hall, so It will be accurate In this year's
Blue Key Directory.

FINANCIAL AID
The Student Financial Aids Office at UMR is constantiy trying to
improve our methods of informing students about what types of
Financial Aid are available. One Idea would be to meet with any
fraternity, sorority, dorm, or group to discuss questions or problems
you have about Student Financial Aid.
Mr. Bob Whites and Mr. David Carr will be present at these sessions
if there is sufficient Interest. These sessions will be held during the
month of November. Please contact the Student Financial Aids Office, 106 Parker Hall, 341-4282 to dIsCuss times which can be mutually
agreed upon.

WEDNESDAY
.IEEE
At 7:00 Wednesday night, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers will hold Its monthly meeting featurlng three guest
speakers from Monsanto Corporation. The main topic will be the role
of electrical engineers In the chemJcal Industry. A door prize will be
given away to an IEEE member In attendance. Everyone Is invited
and refreshments will follow the meeting.

$185,00

and He

provi
Univer

~

WESLEY
Wesley Is pleased to present "The Parables of Gordon" on Wednesday night at 6:00. Everyone Is invited. Wesley Is located at 402
West Eighth, across from the Post Office parking lot.

presen1
Board

ASCE

Starts Friday

On Wednesday, October 1 at 7:00 p.m. In Room 114 of the Civil
Engineering Building, the UMR Student Chapter of the American
SocletY.of Civil Engineers will have a meeting. The guest speaker will
be Colonel Robert Dacy, from the Corps of Engineers. Door prizes will
be given away and refreshments served after the meeting. Everyone
Is Invited to attend.

Evenings 7 & 9:30

Robert Redford
"BRUBAKER" ~
ISI)ecial Owl Show
Separate Admission
Adults Only
OMeUponAn..

GO 10 THE lOP
FROM THE BOTTa't1.

n......... ,....... .....

The Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Program can provide
you nearly $10,000 during your final twelve months at Rolla, or
over $20,000 during your final two years.
Physical Qualifications: U.S. citizen, male, no older than 27 at
time of graduation or completion of graduate work, and in good
physical condition.

,...1ulg·.~1

"A Coming Of Angels"

UlfR

00 1

~~
Provide

Recreal

SUB. n
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PlJLLTJ

11.00

lIlust
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CONTEST
.
t. Chris Kopang
Officer Programs, Navy Recruiting District
2 10 N. Tucker Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63101
314 263·5608

,~

be beId
Multi-p
AdInJ&,
Validslj

715 Pine 51.

L

Will

l'eQtIir6

Academic Requirements: Be in pur·
su it of a baccalaureate or graduate
degree in Math, Science, or Engineer·
ing having completed one year of
Calculus and one year Calcu lus·based
Physics with a " B" average.
No restrictions on how you spend
your money. No military duties duro
ing either your
school year or sum·

Call collect or send resume:

'IbJs
27thtbE
of the,

364-2142
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IBM Fellow has 'the best job in the world~
SOURCE:OPI
Dr. Harland Mills, who
was a visiting professor of
computer science at the
University of MIssouri-Rolla
Sept. 8-12, believes that
computers - and people have more ability than Is
being used.
That was tbe basic theme
underlying his five lectures
and his conferences with
stUdents .
and
faculty
members here.
"Almost all people are
capable of much better
performance than.they show
- and so are most comthe

and computer technology to
the development of the
typewriter and touch typing.
"Computer science Is a
very young activity and it
has enabled us to do many
things not possible before. In
same
way,
the
the
typewriter was a great
improvement over writing
by hand. But when touch
typing - typing without
looking at the keys - was
invented, it was a great
innovation and opened up
many more possibilities.
Computer science Is now at
about a level comparable to
the invention of touch
typing," he explains.
The computer scientist
says that new computer

techniques requIre a different way of thinking - as
different as touch typing Is
from the "hunt-and-peck"
system.
. Such
new
techniques as structured
programming - a certain
way of thinking about the
program - allows' a more
powerful use of the computer.
The main thing Dr. MIlls
stresses is the importance of
developing better ways of
thinking about any problem
not oniy computer
problems.
This is the primary purpose of his work as an IBM
Fellow. One of 40 with this

job in the world. I am left
free to do my own research. "
Primarily this research
aims at developing new
techniques for programming
which make people more
efficient in their use of
computers.
Some of this research
brings better mathematical
foundations into computer
programming.
"This Is important in
managing large groups of
programmers doing a big
project. When there are 500
to 1,000 on the same job, they
must have the same intellectual base. This allows
them to do the larger jobs in
an organized way," he adds.
Doing large jobs Is
customary in the Federal
Systems Division of ffiM
Corp. where Dr. MIlls works.
Its projects have included
such things as the computers
and programs astronauts
used to go to the moon.
Dr. MIlls has some
projects that are a little
more down to earth.
When
the
National
Football League was formed, he got a hurry-up call
to schedule the leagues

Thursday, September 25, 1980
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Leasing agreements submitted to Curators
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SOURCE: OPI
Lease agreements totaling
$185,000 with the Manor Inn
and Holiday Inn in Rolla, to
provide housing for 200
University of MIssouri-Rolla
students during ~e 198&81
academic
year,
were
presented to UM system
Board of Curators today

(May 23) for approval.
Similar agreements with
six other Rolla motels Little Piney Motor Lodge,
Interstate Motel, Plaza
Motel, Rustic Motel, Rolla
Rancho
Motel
and
Coachhouse Inn - and a
private dormitory (Carnahan Hall) have already
been signed to accommodate

II SUB Scripts I
This Saturday, September

27th tbe Concerts committee
of the Student Union Board
will spOnsor a concert by
"MIssourI." The concert will
be held at 8:00 p.m. in the
Multi-Purpose
Building.
Admission Is free, but a valld
UMR Student
I.D. Is
required. One guest per
valid student m.
On Sunday, September
28th there will be a float trip
provided by the OUtdoor
Recreation committee of
SUB. The float will be from
AKERS
FERRY
to
PULLTITE. The cost will be
$1.00 per person. Everyone
must provide transportation
for themselves and their

canoes. Those going on tbe
Float Trip will leave "On
The Loose" at 8:00 a.m. on
Sunday. Anyone wanting to
go on the Float Trip should
sign up at "On The Loose."
There Is a limited number of
canoes so hurry!
Finally, to answer all
those questions concerning
the Homecoming Concert.
"Shooting Star" will be
performing at 8:00 p.m. on
October 18 at the MultiPurpose Building. Tickets
will go on sale October 13
from 9:30 a.m.-1:3O p.m. In
the
University
Center,
Prices are $2.50 per student,
two per m and $5.00 for the
general public.

live Music Thurs., Fri.. Sat.

THE ATTIC LOUNGE
Appearing this week: Ambush
10th & Pine Rolla 364· 1058

another 119 students for the
same period.
"There is every indication
that enrollment next fall will
be as high or higher than last
year," says Jess Zink,
director of auxiliary services at UMR. "We provided
this type of housing for
students during the 1971H1O
academic year. For the most
part, students and their
parents seemed to find the
arrangements satisfactory,
recognizing that it Is the best
we can do at this time.
"UMR is continuing to
upgrade
and
increase
University-ilwned housing,"
Zink explains. "This summer work will begin on
renovating and remodeling
of the five Universlty-ilwned
residence halls in the
Quadrangle Complex. "
An architectural fjrm Is
DOW doing preliminary plans
for an addition to UMR's
largest
dOrmitory,
tbe
Thomas Jefferson Residence
Hall. If financing can be
arranged and this dormitory

Dr. Harland Mills
games for the season, and
his program was used for
further scheduling. He also
designed the TV World
Series of the Century which
pitted outstanding athietic
teams of the past against
teams of other eras. And he
is co-author (with his
brother, retired Air Force
Col. Eldon Mills) of a book,
"Player Win Averages."
Despite
those
contributions to the sports
world, and his frequent use
of sports analogies to make
his points, Dr. MIlls insists '

class in computer science at
the University of Maryland,
and has taught at Johns
Hopkins, Princeton, New
York and Iowa State
Universities.
He believes that young
people
respond
to
a
challenge
to
"stretch
themselves." He says, "One
of the things I bank on Is that
young people get a charge
out of learning. I expect a lot
from my students, and they
do more than they think tbey
are able to do."
Some of the best of the lot,
he believes are here at UMR.
. " I am really impressed,"
he says. "This Is really a
good bunch of students _
they are responsible and

that he is not a sports fan _"I
addition built, it will house don't follow a particular
an additional 360 students.
team. I'm a student of the
Existing University-ilwned .game - I'm interested in
housing at UMR Is avallable who wins and why. and I
for 1235 students. Sororities think that is much more eager to learn. I have been
impressed with the faculty
and fraternities provide rewarding," he says.
and the entire institution. I
accommodations for another
Although his major career get the feeling that the
1203, and leased housing
provides another 379 spaces. Is with mM, Dr. Mills Is also campus Is really mOving,
Of the remaining UMR an educator. He teaches a _ _that it Is very involved."
students expected to enroll
this fall, most have already
made arrangements for
private housing, live at home
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
or commute.
"We expect there will be
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
about 250 to 275 students
requesting
University
housing that we will be ~-~----....,...-----.-------~
unable to accommodate
immediately," Zink says.
"However, we are setting up
a summer housing service to
assist these students to find
private housing in the
community by the time
classes start. Meanwhile, we
continue to explore all
possible
methods
of
providing
additional
University housing for the ~
future."
~

"Coldest beer in town bar none"
Competitive prices on Y, bbl.

Beverage Mart
1021 Kingshighway·Next to Piua Hut
7:00 a.m. to Midnight
We have Maxell blank cas selle & 8-track tapes
2 doy delivery on other Maxell products

I

QUALITY CLEANERS
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Will Be Interviewing On
University Of Mo.-Rolla
Campus

l

Positions are available:
Electrical Engineering. Mechanical
Engineering. Engineering

i

.

Oct. 15 & 16, 1980 I!
With Priority on I
Oct. 6 .
~
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School of Engineering sponsors conference
SOURCE:OPI
The
department
of
engineering mechanics and
the School of Engineering of
the University of MIssourlRolla will host the 23rd
meeting of the Society of
Natural Philosophy Nov. 1012.
The theme of the con-

ference will be Recent
Developments In Continuum
Thermodynamics. Invited
and contributed papers
relevant to the theme of the
meeting will be presented.
There will be one-hour
lectures
by
invited
professors as well as several
round-table sessions con-

sistlng of 20-rninute talks.
There
will
be
a
preliminary
program
distributed around Oct. 1
that will Include details
about
pre-registration,
housing and travel.
For more Information and
a registration form, contact
Batra at 314-341-4589.

Sub regains bulletin board
By KEN HARDY
Due apparently to investigation by the MIssouri
Miner, the Student Union
Board, SUB, will recover
access to a locked bulletin
board claimed to belong to
them.
Rose Emhoff, the chairperson of the speical events
committee of SUB, contacted the Miner about the
glass covered bulletin board
In the New Student Union
(University Center-East).
She said that the board, used
In the past for announcements of SUB events,
was bought and erected by
SUB with money from the
student activity fee.
When classes resumed this
semester there was a lock on
the board. When Auxiliary
Enterprises was contacted,
Ms. Emhoff was informed by
a secretary that Auxiliary
Enterprises held the key and
controlled the cQntents of the
board. Ms. Emhoff then
contacted the Miner.
The Miner contacted Jess
Zink,
the director of
Auxiliary Enterprises. When
told what SUB had told the
Miner, Mr. Zink stated that
someone is misinformed. He
said that Awdllary Enterprises had bought and
erected the board for their
own purposes, and that they
keep all their boards locked.
This directly conflicted with
the SUB position.

Mr. Zink promised to
settle the matter immediately. He gave instructions to call Mrs.
Harvey, SUB advisor, after
he had had a chance to talk
to her.
When Mrs. Harvey was
contacted, she had talked
with Mr. Zink. She said it
appeared that SUB would
get a key to the locked case.
Later, Ms. Emhoff was
recontacted. She said that
Mrs. Harvey had been told
by Mr. Zink that some sort of

BetaSig • • •
(continued from page 1)
was impressed by the
candor of the representatives from Beta Sigma Psi
when they explained about
the accident. ..
When asked his opinion of
the Incident, Robertson said,
"If I had considered it
hazing .. the terms of
probation would have been
much more strenuous ...

In general, Robertson
thinks that UMR's fraternity
system is a responsible one.
Herb
Zillmer,
past
president of Beta Sigma Psi,
summed up the entire
fraternity's feelings by
saying, "It is obvious to all, I
hope, that this activity had
its good expectations. For
the new students, it is a good
way to get familiarized with
a place that will be their

horne for the rest 01 their
education. It is too bad that a
freak accident such as this
must be treated as harshly
as it is. But because of these
days and times, and the
way the fraternity system is
looked down upon by
misinformed people, even a
popular 'scavenger hunt'
can bring a responsible
framework of adults to its
knees."
•

trouble over the summer had
caused the lock to be installed. She said SUB was
finally regaining access to
the board.
Ms. Emhoff reiterated her
belief that the board was
bought with student funds.
Some older SUB members
have apparently told her
they specifically remember
when the board was put up
by SUB. She said Mrs.
Harvey had even Indicated
that she believed the board
to lie SUB property.

Sunny Wall
Flowers
"Yo ur Fu ll Service Florist"
1107 Pine
Rolla
364-3161

.. Wire Service To Send Flowers
Everywhere-Worldwide
Fresh Fl o w e r s
Bloom ing Plan t s
Foliage Plants
Silk Flowers

liThe Fun Place
To Browse"

ENGINEERS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADS:

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO PUT
WHAT YOU'VE LEARNED TO WORK.

Johnny's SmOKe StaK
Hwy. 72 & Rolla St.

Hickory Pit Bar-B-Que

Do We Have A Special
For YO'ul
Pork Steak, Ranch Fries, & Cole Slaw
Every Mon. & Tues. Nite

YES , as a compan y we're a leader in
fast , e xciting fields .:. aircraft, mi'ssiles , sp acecraft, electronics , automation , and health services. But w e
also realize t hat our leadership depe nds on how fast our peo p le grow.

IF, you 're ready to get your career
off the ground , McDonnell Douglas
w ants to t alk to you . Sign up at the
Placement Office for a personal in·
te rvie w. Here is the date we'lI be on
ca mpus :

SO, our goal is to provide opportunities for future-minded engineers
and computer scientists w ho want
to gro w right along with a leader .

Tuesday & Wednesday,
October 14 & 15

AND , w e w ant to talk to graduating
seniors and graduate students about
their goal s.

. $2 49

/

ONLY

MCDONNELL

Looking For A Great Place To Eat? WE'VE GOT IT!

DOUGL~
"-./

An equal opportunity employer U S Cltllf.: n ~hlp rtqUlrtd
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS

Septemberfest

Improve your
grades!

1980

Send $1.00 for your
306-page, research .
paper catalog. All
academic subjects.

Top Right: The UMR Parachute Club
members were late, but they finally
dropped in.

-

.DS:

r

Collegidte
Research

.

P.O. Box 2509H
Los Angeles, Ca.
90225

Top Left: Ron Rotar and the Country
Roadrunners provided the musical
entertainment at this year's Septemberfest.
Left: About 1900 tickets were sold to those
who were too impatient to wait until March.
( Photos by Bee)

,
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I
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Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush Ihe cola log.

II

Name
Address

II

Slale

I

I
I
I

City

Zip _ _ _

II

--;..------ __ .J

r

Nobuko's Hair
Boutique

RK.

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
MBA PROGRAM

Design cut & specializing in easy care hairstyles
for guys and gals by

Nobuko Peggi (Sandal)
Give Student Discounts:
Full line of hair ·care services.

An Admissions Representative from
Harvard Graduate Sc h ool of Business Administration
will be On ca mpu s

Mon.·Sat. 9·5 daily
1203 Forum Dr. Rolla 341-3800

MONDA Y, NOVEMBER 3

career

)ougl as

, at the
)nal in'
I beon

sday,

15

to meet with students interested in
the two·year MBA Program

Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
"MEXICO CITY STYLE"
Closed Monday

"LA POSADA"
364-1971
Dining Room
Food To Go
Highway 63 S.
ROLLA, MO.

- . .. '
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• • • • • • • • • • ·C9UPON~. . . . . . . . .. .
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HAVE A PARTY! 1~~~~.-

ic;\)(\~~e('\ 75' off w/cou:::
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•

•
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i

Any 2.Foot Sandwich

;

Expires October 2, 1980

•

813 Pine

Rolla

341-3161

Contact the
Career Planning and Placemenf Center

:

f or mere details and to sig n up for
an information se ssion.
Ha rvard Bu siness School is committed to
the principle of equal edu cational opportunit y
and evalua tes candidates without regard to
race, se x, creed, national origin or ha ndi cap.

•

• • • • • • • • • ~NodnOJ . . . . . . . . . . . ..
~-

.
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Vacation from th.e top 40
Sports: Monday through
Friday; 10D.m,

GROUNDWAVES
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Bema Harvey

ID4t 1400king <&lasli
By DAVE WILLIAMS

Mrs. Harvey can best be
other SUB special events. It
can also be an effective way described as one who is
At first glance she is a for students to get in touch constantly busy, yet enjoys
whirlwind
of
action. with other students wbo every minute of it. Whe she
Greeting visitors, answering share similar interests."
isn't working with the SUB,
phone calis, standing up,
Sbe makes it sound so sbe is reading ("I love
sitting down - you wonder ' simple.
biographical and historical
wbere sbe geis all ber
" It's the students," sbe literature"), playing bridge,
energy.
and traveling when possible
said, "who make it bard."
I bad come to talk with her
You can easily tell that she ("My ,busband wanis me to
for thirty, maybe forty loves what she does. She bas travel more. One day I might
minutes. I began to wonder if endless praise for the just get up and leave.") She
this was going to be possible.
university, and especially appreciates all types of
She sighed as she sat for the student body.
music, from classical to
down.
"They (the students) are country to opera.
"Is everything alright?" I really quite different bere.
She is presently located on
queried.
They have an air of the 2nd floor of the Rolla
"Oh, fine, fine," she responsibility, of maturity, Bulldlng. Got an idea? Want
assured me.
that makes them stand apart to get "involved," and bave
Our "talk" bad begun.
from other students I have some fun in the meantime?
Bema Harvey came to known. Unfortunately, they Talk to Bema Harvey, sbe'll
Rolla in 1964, wbere she tend to get a little serious at find something to sult your
worked part-time for the times ... which is wbere the needs.
university until 1972. Since SUB comes in."
ObviOusly, you've got
then, sbe has served in a full
and
Sounds familiar, Mrs. nothing to lose,
time capacity, as the Harvey.
everything to gain.
"overseer" to the actions of
the Student Union Board.
"I am an advisor," she
said. "I try to belp the
students
create
enForum Plaza
11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open 7 days
tertainment for the students.
This is wbat the SUB is all
8 Oz. Chuck
8 Oz. Fillet
6 Oz. Ribeye
about. Students need to take
STEAK
STEAK
STEAK
advantage of our programs.
They need to take a cbance.
"There is tremendous
potential bere. Students can
take a break from studies
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
with a wbole array of free-ofcharge concerts, movies,
To~st. Free Ice Cream .
'coffeebouses', and all of the

G&D STEAK HOUSE

2.78

2.49 3.35

Just wbat is on the KMNR
schedule this week? Well
read on and you shall be as
well informed as I. (Not a
veryJonnidable task, I must
admit.
Thursday, September 25.
12 midnight. Mark Foreman
will feature an (as yet)
undecided
album
of
on
ImPassport's
provisations, the show for all
you jazz buffs.
Friday, September 26. 9
a .m. Listen for the Bob Weir
album entitled "Ace" that
Ted Lowe will be bringing
your way. All you folks with
8: 30's eat your hearts out!
Sunday, September 28. 10
p,m. Dr. D's BLUES FOR
ROLLA will feature "Jive on
Maxwell Street" by Robert
Nighthawk.
Monday, September 29, at
3 p.m. JAZZ FOR A MON- ·
DAY, Dale Hursh will be
airing a really fine LP;
"Light as a Feather" from
the ciassic buncb "Return to
Forever". 8 p.m. FIRST
CUTS. Scott Lammers will
be playing Boston's first
entitled (you guessed it)
"Boston". 12 p.m. ROLLING
BOZO REVUE presents
Carole King's "Tapestry".
Thanks J.R., you've got
excellent taste.
Tuesday, September 30. 68 p.m. The weekly artist
feature wi! be Brewer and
Shipley brought to you by
Dieter Becker. It should
definitely prove to be really
fine.
Wednesday, August 1. 3-6
p.m. Don't forget" Unkle
Dave's
BLUEGRASS
VARIETY SHOW. At the
time of this writing, Dave
isn't sure wbat he'll be
featuring next week (you
know how it is) but I'd bet
my last dollar, if only I had
one, that it sbould be well
worth tuning into. 12 mid-

Mother Earth News:
Monday and Wednesday; 8
a.m.
Zodiac News: Monday
through Friday; 3 p.m., 8
p.m:
Town
and
Campus
Calendar: Monday through
Friday; 10a.m.. 6D.m.

night. BEDTIME STORIES.
Steve Hendren will be
robbing your sleep with a
story by · Rick Wakeman;
"White Rock".
That wraps up this week's
features. Read next week's
Groundwaves for the subsequent future features. You
may see the KMNR program
guide printed in this week's
Miner. Who knows? If not,
guess you'll just have to stay
tuned to make sure you don't
miss anything. Well, I'll give
you a break. Here is a.list of
the heavies:
News: Monday through
Friday; 8 a.m., Noon, 3 p.m.,
6p.m.
Weather: Monday through
Friday; 6-9 p.m. every 20
minutes and also during the
News.

National Federation of
Community Broadcasters:
Tuesday and Thursdays; 9
a.m.
Wed-

Energy Watch :
nesday; 1 p.m.
Science
Tuesdays; 1 p.m.

Report:

Concert News: Mondays;
4p.m.,9p.m.; Wednesday; 9
p.m.
Hitch
Hiker
Report:
Tuesday and Thursdays; 4
p.m.,9p.m.
That's about it. Any
questions, come by the
station and some incompetent will try to set you
straight.
By the way, if you're ever
up from 3 to 6 a.m. on
Monday, please tune in. I
need all the listeners I can
get.
The nocturnal
, Sande.

LTD.

Student Discounts Available
-~-----+

364-7130

Advanced
Techniques In The
Latest Of Individual Styling

ATTENTIONI
All students who attended
UMR in the Fall of 1979. You
can pick up your own
Rollamo 1980 Yearbook at
G-1 of the Rolla Bldg. from
9-29-80 to 10-10-80. The office
will be open 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily. Please bri'ng your
Student I.D.
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The Guru returns
By RAY LUECHTEFELD

lose that which you have.
" We are given a great opAs our studies progress at portunity to learn the
this great and noble learning workings of the universe,
institution
(fully and to use those workings to
operational) , we may find our . aid, but, I ask, do not
that we are more and more allow this physicalness to
absorbed in the day to day, overcome your mind. All of
week to week routine 'of you had reasons to attend
homework,
tests,
and, here; dreams, I hope, you
perhaps, pariies. This is wish fulfilled. I only ask that
acceptable, to some extent. you, at times, think on these
But, as an at least slightly dreams, and allow them to
esteemed (to some) writer breathe. A dream that is
for the revered and at times imprisoned for four years
florid " Missouri MIner", I cannot live. It would be a
have been persuaded to give terrible thing, if, after years
notice of one statement. of labor, you go Into the
"Take heed, that
do not world dead In spirit.

(Photo by ..,.1110"" ..,. ." ... ,
oompulenzed Inleractl'"e graphiCS systems

~rt:

'There once was a man from Nantucket
By BOB KOENIG

Any

the
inyou

eever
• 011

In.!

can

Hi folks! It's test time once
again. Fortunately for my
pocket book (If not for you) I
took time over the summer
to prepare a few "me"
stories. These pre-canned,
rodent-eage-liners utilize the
same shop-worn cliches and
twisted thinking as my usual
fall semester garbage, so
good luck, you're going to
need it.
Industry has over the past
few years complained about
~
average
tnMDR
graduate's lack of communication skills. Few, If
any, graduates can converse
on subjects as complex as
~ weather wltbout using a
raft of mathematical or
malt-brewing terms (i.e.
"foamy thunder-ciouds with
a firm head.") What's even
more
amazing,
our
graduates
often
come
directly to the point when
dealing with clients or
superiors. As any first year
business student knows,
such people like to have
recent
graduates
tell
ingratiating
jokes
and
grovel.
Seeing
young
students debase themselves
feeds the egos of burned-out
men In dead-end jobs.
UMR students are well
trained In the basic

grovelling, as EE-281 and
other classes help to sharpen
these skills. Generally,
however, our graduates find
the ingratiating joke impossible. In order to reverse
this trend a new class Is
being instituted for the
engineeFiog curriculum. It
will go (so I envision It)
something like this:
Prof. : "Gentlemen, this is
section B of EE-I09 'NonNewtonian Humor for the
EngineeFiog Major.' I am
Papa
your
instructor
Jackson, buteverybodycalls
me Ha Ha. The text for this
course is 'Communicating
With
PrImitive
NonTechnological Man Through
the Funnybone,' Har! and
Hornblower. You should also
purchase the answer book
which contains the punchilnes
to
the
evennumbered exercises, an
assortment of rubber noses
and fake canines, and the
text to EE~ which is a joke
by itself ("heh, heh, is this
mike turned on? " tap, tap.)

" At any rate, today we will
try to define the limits of
Non-Newtonian
Humor.
Does anyone have a joke that
he feels approaches Null-N?
Yes, you In the second row."
Student 1: "What is the
difference
between
a
Quantum duck?"
Prof.: "Oh, no, this class Is
even worse than I expected.
How about the fellow In the
Coal Miners Do It All Night
T-shirt? Please stand up."
Student 2: " How many
elephants can you put In a
Chrysler K-ear"
Prof.
(after
pause) :
" Well, !!Ie give up."
Student 2: " Four: two in
the front seat, two In the
back seat, and one In the
glove compartment. "
Prof. Jackson : "Good try,
but I'd save that one to get
rid of a perky sales person or
graduate student. How about
you, miss?"
.
Student 36-26-36: "Well,
you know I come from a
small town. It's so small that
during
peak
electric

I

• •

demands the power plant
hooks up a Sears Diehard."
Prof. : "Amazing, truly
amazing, that's a classic
example of the 'Open Circuit
Joke.' The infinite resistence
to small town jokes Is met
with a fresh twist. Young
lady, how long have you been
In school? "
Student 36, etc. : " Well,
I've been down here five
years now, but as soon as my
fiance, the fellow In the
mining shirt graduates, I'm
going to start In a Junior
College. So I guess I'm a
sophomore because that
comes before junior, right? "
Prof. : " Fine, miss. (This
is going to be a long, long
semester). Okay, class, open
your books to the first
exercise and repeat after
me: There once was a man
from Nantucket ... "

THE ORGANIZATION
United Inlormatlon Systems Group consis ts
01 th e five subSIdiary companies 01 United
Telecommunications, Inc., which are actIVe
in the computer services industry. United
Telecommunications (wi th nearly lour billion
dollars In total assets) IS also the parent
company 01 the United Telephone Systems,
the second largest independent tetephone
systems in the nation. Specifically, we are
United Computing Sys tems, Calma, On-une
Systems, Uninet, and United Computing
Inlerna ti onal.
We al U nited Informa ti on Systems Group
are proud of our short history and SlQnjflCant
accomplishments. OJr continued growth and
success IS a result of hundreds and hundreds
01 devoled people nationwide. This devotion
has made our story posSIble.
OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Ul'lIIed Compuling System's advanced
computer capabilities have made II one of the
nation's largesl timeshanng vendors. They
sell and support engtneenng, bUSIness and
dala base systems throughout a maJOf network systems (Unmet) With a cen tral data
cen ter in Kansas CIty, Missoun, reaching ou t
to over 200 metropolitan CIties. Divisions
01 the company are Industry leaders In
developing and markelJng minicomputer
and computer graphics systems.
Galma speaahzes In developing

for such things as ard1ilectural, construction
and engineering design. electroniC design of
intergrated circuits and printed cirCUit boards
and three-dimensional mechanical design.
These services are sold throughout the
and represent one 01 our most rapidly
expanding endeavors.

On-Una S ystems is a computer service
company specializing in consulting, destgn
and implementation of management
Information systems directed to spedl lc
applications and industries. including
budgeting, financial planning and project
management systems. They are an
established IJmesharing vendor to the
linaroallndustries and professions.
United computing International coordinates
inlernational business activities lor On,u na
Systems and United Computing Syslems .
OUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
We have an on-gOing need lor appjicabQf1S
programmers, systems programmers and
technical consullants to work In our headquarters and field offices throughout
try. Candidates lor these positions must
have Bachelor Of Master 01 Science degrees
In Business Administration, Compu ter
Science, Engineering or MathemalJcs, with
a demonstrated Interest in user oriented
compu ter apphcabons for industry, business
and government. II you have the self
confidence to jom a team consistently
advancmg the leading edge 01 computer
tedm ology, then we want to talk wi th you.
We Will Visi t your campus on

Please see your placement counselor about
our employment opportunilles.

UNITED
COMPUTING
~

• •_

~!.~!!~,~~C.

. _•• e.+, ..... ' .... 'tlm ' nG

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®

S1 89

Ozark Jim's Used Furniture
New & used furniture, appliances,
tapes & paperbacks
We Buy, Sell or Trade
Corner of 5th & Olive Rolla 364·5311

Chicken Fried Steak Dinner
i-----------$-1--8~--- -- ------- -1
I

I

Chicken Fried Steak Dinner
I
2=>I served
with Baked Potato or Fries and thick Stockade ~
toast.
g
Coupon must be presented.
~
Offer good through September 28, 1980
z
Not valid in combination with other offers.
I Offer good only at SIRLOIN STOCKADE
I
I
.
140
l'
Martin
Spring
Drive
L------------COUPON _____________ ~

8
I

I

11!1l1."
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Classifieds
Matt Narzinski is a fly trap!
WANTED: French speaking receptionist/secretary to assist two
UMR students with entirely too many hours this semester. No pay.
Free coffee. Lots of laughs. Questionable benefits.
364-1927, ask for the boys from the Swamp.

u

p
I
t
t
t

TO VICKI : Happy 21st! All my hopes and wtsbes go to you. I'll be
with you in spirit and beart.
Love,D.
LOST: One brain. U found, please return to Jeanne. It was lost 011
the way to the Physics 24 exam.

t

RUSS. 'lbanks for the fantastic weekend, but lndepeodent'.
Weekend will be better, I promise I I
Love, Carol

m

S

si

J
?
John Baudrexel (~iddle) receives his cash prize for
sweatshirt contest.

first place in the St. Pat's board
(Photo bV Gieseke)

Jafli 1J1artli
The st. Pats' Board
proudly
announces
the
winners of the 1980 Sweatshirt Desi2ll Contest.

Ist-John Baudrexel
2nd-Keith Bradv
3rd-John Baudrexel
Congratulations to these
two UMR students who had
the Ingenuity and "green"
talent to draw the wlnnlng
designs. For those of you
who don't realize the 1st
place design will appear on
the 1980 St. Pat's Sweatshirt
and the 2nd and 3rd place
design will make their debut
on the two St. Pat's Buttons.

l'

WANTED:
Class Rings
Wedding
Bands

Once you get right down to
you can do with 75 cents.
However, the St. Pat's Board
has given you a chance to
pay a mere 75 cents and
catch 2'h hours worth of
flicks. Simply, the St. Pat's
Benefit Movie for the fall
semester 1980 is "Silver
Streak" plus two Three
Stooges Shorts. Now you can
take advantage of the
theaters that charged you
$3.50 to see it before, and
only pay 75 cents this time.
This will happen on Thursday, Oct. 2 at the Uptown
,'heater at 7:00 and 9:45 p.m.
Don't miss it because you
can see what Richard Pryor
looked like before he set
himself on fire and compare
it with his new face.

,

1981 Models Oldsmobile

,

t

Special Deals &
Terms for UMR
Graduating
Seniors

is

t

Ozark Silver
1019 Kingshighway

Rollo

341-3622

Keep your eyes peeled
because I've heard rumors
that the 1981 shipment of
official green is being loaded
on the boats right now over
In Ireland.
Finally, if you've been
pondering on Bumperstlcker
slogans for weeks now down
at 209. Take a look at the St.
Pat's Bulletin Board In the
Breezeway
(by
the
Shamrock, Alias Hockey
Puck) and see what slogans
we've used In years past.
Remember don't give up just
have another cold one and
think some more.

i: WantGo
Miners !
To Be Heard Above The :
.'
:
•
•
•
•
•

Crowd?
Get a Scream ~achine at

o~.

Taco Tlco

+

II
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gI"!

~~
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•
· ~
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~
+
~~
+

Buy a 24
Soft Drink then punch out the
bottom & It becomes a megaphone. Good a
~
for football games, -party weekends,
whistling at coeds.

......................
1011 Kingshighway
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~~ ~ :

Rolla, MO
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Continental
t Pipe Line Company
Management Training Program
t

,

.,

+
+

~
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Buick,

and

AMC-Jeep
Renault

'iI$$!
moU

t Can We Build One Just t
t For You???
t

,
,

Schweiss Motor
Co. Inc.

,
,

,
,

OLDS- 8UICK - AMC- JEEP- RENAULT
500 Hwy, 63 South Rolla. MO
Open 8 to 8 Sat. till 4 [l.m,

,
,

-------

Seeking high-potential BS, MS, MBA (with engineering undergraduate degree), male, female engineering graduates for
on-the-job,. 12-month management development program in
Continental Pipe Line Company, Supply and Transportation
Department of Conoco Inc. (formerly Continental Oil Company). Advancement past' development program into management positions is based on performance and ability. Check with
Placement Office.

(conoco)
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American music won't go the way of the buffalo
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When It comes to making other people Instead of from
music, Bart Smith and Steve hooks.
Because the songs are
Gwinn believe In doing
things the old-fashioned never written down, different versions often develop
way.
Not that the two seniors In as they're being passed
electrical engineering at the down. "The story rem~
University of MIssouri-Rolla basically the same," Bart
says, "but some of the words
ag~t
have
anything
the
melody
get
progress. It's just that they and
feel' doing things tbe way changed."
"We know five versions of
they've always been done Is
tbe only way to ensure that ·a song called 'Jack and Joe'
folk
tradition
In and each one Is just a little
the
American music doesn't go different," Steve says. "A lot
of the songs we play don't
tbe way of tbe buffalo.
So they take great care to even have names - It's
make sure the country songs whatever whoever happens
and mountain ballads tbey to be playing it at the time
sing and play - tunes llke wants to call it."
Because they perform
"Worried Man Blues,"
"Puttlo' on tbe Style," music that they've only
"Columus Stockade Blues" heard for the most part,
learning each song Is a timeand "Wildwood Flower" are performed In a style that consuming process. . When
they hear someone doing a
Is faithful to tbe originals.
"Most of tbe songs we play song they'd llke to learn,
have been passed down from they make a tape, sit down
generation to generation ... and listen to it and try to pick
- they're not true folk music if out the words and the chords
tbey haven't been," says and melody. Then they
Steve, a native of in- practice 1t untp they're
dependence. "If no one were satisfied with their version.
They come by their
to play tbem, tbey'd be lost
because nothing ever gets . feelings for the music they
play naturally, and It, In
written down.
"They're part of our turn, has become a part of
"Bart knows songs that his their lives.
"I was raised with this
grandfather taught him and
I learned several from my kind of music," Bart says.
learned several from my "It's what 1 heard when 1
great-great aunt, who Is 83. was little. It's part of my
You just feel llke you have heritage."
It took Steve a little while
something special when you
have a song thars been longer to get acquainted with
traditional music, and It
passed down."
To this, Bart, who Is from wasn't until be came to the
Rogersville, adds, "The Ozarks to attend college that
songs that mean tbe most he developed any Interest In
are the ones you learn from it.
"Bart and 1 lived In the
someone else." And so tbey
.try to learn tbeir songs from same dorm as freshmen and

Steve, who learned how to
play the guitar after he got to
UMR, learned the mountain
dulcimer from Bart and then
taught himself to play the
banjo (he's got an antique
four-string one from Germany) and the harmonica.
He also plays the nose
whistle and he plans to take
up the fiddle. "I'll probably
drive a few people craxy,"
he says.

"It's different," he continues, "It doesn't sound like
anything else, although
some poeple say it reminds
them of bagpipes. At times It
can be a lonesome sound."
His Interest In dulcimers
isn't limited to just playing
them. He's also built three of
them. The first one he made
from a set of plans he got
from a dulcimer maker he
met at Silver Dollar City
near Branson, the second
and third ones he built on his
own.
The mountain dulcimer
isn't that difficult to play
when it's done In the
traditional manner, Steve
says. "Anybody can play it.
It just depends on how hard
you want to make it and
what you want to do with It."
Neither IS the hammer
dulcimer difficult, Bart
says. "It just takes time to
learn a song. It's llke playing
a piano with two fingers. You
have to pick out the melody,
learn the pattern and then
practice it. You have to star!
from scratch on every song
you learn. " Consequently, he
doesn't know that many
songs on the hammer
dulcimer, but one of his
goals Is to become more
proficient on the Instrument.

It's
their
dulcimers,
Occasionally, they also
however, that Jlttract the play what Is called a
most attention. Bart has "courting dulcimer." It's a
been playing the mountain lap dulcimer that's made
dulcimer since the seventh with dual fretboards so that
grade and has picked up the two poeple can sit facing
hammer dulcimer In the last . each other and play the
couple of years. "I became same Instrument.
"The story behind it,"
Interested In them (mountain dulcimers) as soon as 1 Steve says, "is that a guy
saw them." he says.
and gal who were courting

The bed wins

Joe has a rack attack
Joe Miner
ByALOAKES
Rolling over In bed the
morning sun hit Joe In the
eyes and rudely awaken
him. Rubbing his sore eyes
Joe let one leg roll off the bed
In an attempt to stand up.
Throwing his arm 9ver the
side on the floor, the rlcketly
old bed frame could not with
stand the unbalanced motion
and collapsed on his hand.
"Son of a &+ !!, piece of
-9$$9 frame, -$0$9-) sucker,
mother ++0$., somebody
call a + + !! &! doctor, and
get this ++&!! bed off
me!!!" screamed Joe.
Joe screamed and hollered
for 5 minutes. Where the hell
was everyone. I'll probably
die here and nobody wiJJ
ever know. Joe, panicking,
wrestled around on the floor
In a violent attempt to free
his arm.
Almost free Joe finally
heard someone yelling up
the stairs, "Miner, you sack
hound, get your butt down
here!" "I can't my hands
stuck!" said Joe. "Well

~~

he Introduced me to the
music, got me Interested and
taught me how to play it," he
says. "Until then 1 didn't
have much Interest In
country music (he played
trumpet In a rock band In
high school), now it's all 1
play."
To a great extent they're
self-taught as musicians and they play only those
Instruments that could have
been used a hundred years
ago.
Bart, who is almost
completely
self-taught,
plays the guitar, harmonica,
Jew's harp and the mountain
and hammer dulcimers.
(The mountain, or lap,
dulcimer, Is placed on the
lap and then strum~ed with
a pick, while the hammer
dulcimer is played by
striking the strings with
small wooden hammer~ . )

........

~----

unstick'em, wash'em and
come outside for a minute,"
returned Joe's impatient
caller. "You don't understand, I'm stuck under
. the bed and 1 probably got a
broken arm and six broken
ribs and I need some help,
. see if you can find somebody
capable of helping me," said
Joe, gasping for air.
Finally sOmeone came to
his aid. It was Johnny Onthespot. Johnny thought it
was so funny that he laughed
till he cried, and doubled
over on the floor.
Regaining
composure
Johnny finally helped Joe
lift the bed off his arm.
"What were you trying to do,

bench press the bed,
should've taken of~ the
pillow," said Johnny. "Very
funny," said Joe. "Why did it
take so long for you to get
here and where is everyone
and what day is it? ~'
"It's Saturday morning
and everyone's outside on
the front lawn where you
should be In 5 minutes as
soon as you clean up your
act," explained Johnny.
Joe looked out his front
window and saw everyone
lined up Single file. There
was a University police car
parked out front and a RPD
car driving around the block.
Joe couldn't quite figure out
what was going on. "Pretty

BpUllo's
Ladies' Night .

neat pimp," he thought to
himself.
Then Joe went to the
bathroom to take a shower
and bandage his hand. He
hoped he could get a cast put
on it so he could really impress the girls.
Meanwhile, out front, the
UniverSity police officer was
talking with the Chief Frog

could go off together and as
long as the old folks could
hear music they knew
everything was okay."
They enjoy playing for
audiences as much as
playing for themselves.
They do wish, however, that
there were more opportunities to play for people
In and around Rolla. They
play at the Student Union
Board's annual student
talent
coffeehouse
and
they're occasionally asked to
play for a University
banquet.
They've
also
played for the Mountain
Folks' Music Festival at
Silver Dollar City, and they
recently won first prize In
the talent show at the Central Missouri Regional Fair.
They consider their music
something to be shared. "If 1
can make someone happy
with
my music,
I'm
satisfied," Steve says. "We
play for the fun of it," Bart
adds. "It's a good break
from studying. It relieves
the tension and

the

1435 Hauck Dr.

Rallo

As for their musical
futures, Bart says he'll play
as long as he's able, while
Steve would llke to own a
house with a big front porch
someday so that all tbe kids
from the neighborhood can
sit around and listen to him
play.
Just llke they did In tbe old
days.

~""iiiiiii-.

Coney Cram

Club
A contest to see who can eat the most
coney's in 15 minutes:

Top 5 winners receive a
certifica.t e for

10% off
on all food & drink .i tems
Now thru the end of October
Contest every Tues. night after 5 p.m.
HOURS: 6:30 a.m .-l1 :00 p.m .
Weekends 6:30- 12:00
1202 N. Bishop Rolla

(continued on page 11)

Pubmobi'e Restaurant
& Lounge
Hwy. 63 North of 1-44 at Memoryville

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Wednesday thru Saturday
Monday Night
Football (Giant Screen)
Tuesday Night
Backgammon & Dart Tourn.
Wednesday Night
Ladies' Night
Thursday Night
Men's Night

Restaurant
Lounge
Jet. 63 & 1-44 Rolla MO

364 - 1633

"Of all the people we've
played for, they appreciated
it the most," Steve says.
"The songs we played were
ones they'd beard from their
parents and grandparents as
children. To see a face light
up from remembering a
song makes It all worthwhile."

.--

t~.kes

.Thursday
9:30·12:00

pressure off. I only wISh we
had more time."
The only sort of rewards
they're Interested In gaining
for their efforis are those
llke the one they received
when they played for the
residents of Rolla Towers, a
retirement home In the
community.

i.
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Gulf States Utilities

The Company That
-~urns On The
OulfCoast
"'----, .... ~

For 28,000 square miles of
southeast Texas and
southcentral Louisiana, Gulf
States Utilities is the powel
source. The 3700 GSU
employees work to provide
dependable electric service for
homes and industries around
the clock.

than just a rewarding career.
Wherever you might settle in
our service area, as far west as
Calvert, Texas or to the east in
Baton Rouge, Louisi,a na, you'll
enjoy the near-perfect year
round weather and the special
recreational advantages of the
Gulf Coast.

Of course, our major concern is
to meet the ever.-increasing
demands in our service area.
Ann we know that meeting the
challenge reliably and
economically is easier when our
staff includes qualified,
.
innovative professionals. That's
why we are continually seeking
college and university
graduates with degrees in
Computer Science, Accounting
and Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering.

Gulf States utilities also
provides one of the most
competitive salary structures in
the industry along with a
gerterous employee benefits
package. If you would like to
help us keep the Gulf Coast
turned on, we'd like to talk to
you in greater detail about the
caleer opportunities at GSU
when we visit your campus.

When you choose Gulf States
Utilities as the 'place to build
your future, you'll find more
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The chief frog's defense

6Could it have been a Theta Tau 'Chow down' shirt?6
of the EAT house. "The
witness
was
definitely
positive that he saw the
!lSS3ilant· wearing the EAT
letters, but be cannot
Identify any of your
members as one of them,"
said the officer. "Is' your
witness sure that he saw the
EAT letters of our fraternity
or was It maybe a EAT at
Joe's restaurant shirt, or
for that matter could it
have been a Theta Tau
"Chow Down' shirt," replied
the Chief Frog hoping to
make a valid point "That
could well be, are you sure
everyone's here?" "As far
as I know this is it, sorry we
couldn't help you," said
Froggy.
Just then Joe came out
onto the Veranda. "What's
going on," asked Joe. The
policeman, just getting
ready to leave, looked up at
Joe and starred at him. He
then walked over to Joe
while slapping a NORANDA

BAR in his palm and asked
him what his name was.
"Joe Miner," sald Joe. "Is
this the man?" the officer
asked his witness. "Yes, I do
believe it is, he sure fits my
desCription and be's still got
the same shirt on," said the
bus diiver, who was the
witness.
Now Joe knew what this
was all about. "What's the
matter?" sald Joe to the
officer. "This man (bus
driver) has a complaint of
someone throwing things at
his bus and breaking a few
Windows, would you know
anything about it?" said the
officer. "No," said Joe, "I
can't even throw a piece of
chalk at a teacher, just look
at my hand and I can barely .
11ft my arm, I guess that
makes me innocent, don't
it?" "Maybe, but I'd still like
for you to come down to the
station sometime this week
at your convenience to clear
this up, okay?" sal<l the

uncrowded due to the tact friends ran across the "Minesbaft" or H209".
that this was a dorm and parking lot and headed back
So that night Bill ended uP '
dormie:; become homies on to Kelley Hall.
at the Mineshaft, where he
weekends. Yes, with names
That night Bill decided to was discussing Homecoming
like Suitcase Sam, Fly on try and crash some closed Queen candidates. Being
Friday Freddie, Hit the road fraternity parties. Being a drunk and bold he nominated
Harold, 44 Frank and Gone donnie he knew how to crash Chancellor
Marchello's
By AL OAKES
by Seven Kevin you can just parties. All you do is arrive daughter. "Just look at ' all
imagine.
"Walter, if you don't stop
at a crowded time when the the peOple she met at the
With nothing else to do on a pledges are on door duty and football game today when
playing that disco music and
let me get back to sleep, I'm Saturday afternoon besides tell them your altimni, buy she stood up and hollered,
going to throw those study Bill decided to get some beer ticketS and keep 'Oh Shit! ,'" said Bill.
So it was decided that the
speakers out the window," some of his buddies and head moving. Finally when you
Bill said as he rolled over in down to the Miner football get kicked out you pawn your Chancellor's daughter would
RHA
for
bed. "If you do that I won't game. Smuggling beer into extra beer tickets and try a represent
tell you who called just 10 the stands he and his friends different house. If this HomecOming, if she would
minutes ago, " threatened sat up high in the bleachers .. doesn't work you head to the accept.
Walter. "I don't care!" said Bombed at the end of the
Bill. "You would if you knew first period Bill and his
friends started chucking
who it was," said Walter.
Bill really didn't care, he empty beer cans into the
had passed out from the crowd.
The Board Reps down
Septemberfest Friday afternoon and had just now front saw this and came
awaken. "Dean called, " said running up to see if there
Walter. "I don't care who was any left. Pretending to
called, I just want to get conJiscate the beer on ofback to sleep, Dean who?" ficial business the Reps got
Here 's the news. Buy a medium or large pizza
replied
Bill.
"Dean all the beer.
and get a quart 'n one-half bucket filled with
at
this
threw
Bill
furiated
Coke for just $1.99 more. Carry it anywhere.
Robertson," said Walter.
but bring it back. We 'U fiU it up FREE for a year an
empty
can
at
them
and
"Oh shit, +&!$$ it all,
every time you order a medi um or large pizza.
what did he say?" Bill said aCCidentally hit a girl. One of
But hurry. quantities are limited.
as he shot out of bed. "He Bill's friends said, "Don't
GoCifather's
Pizza,"
said that you'd better have a . look now but I think you just
good to excellent excuse beaned Chancellor Mar1140 Forum Drive
made up by the time you see chello's daughter!" Bill was
Rolla. MO
him on Monday morning or quite sure he did and ducked
364·3214
else he was going to call your down into the crowd.
Climbing down the back of
parents. He also said if you
weren't there Monday don't the bleachers Bill and his
worry about it again and to
not worry about going to
school either because you
wouldn't be here any
longer," said Walter.
That sounded good to Bill,
all he'd have to do is tell him
he had to make up a calculus
test on Friday and clear this
excuse with his calculus
Long or Short
.
teacher when he knew he
could snow.
We give the look you want
HAIRSTYLING
t
Bill then got dressed and
1413 Hauck Drive
Rolla
1913-1~~-~;~~1919 :
headed down for breakfast.
The lunchroom was very
officer.
Joe said alright and went
back in the house and
fainted.

Bill Miner

~

Forum II Hair
Designers 1341-2"81

(Photo by Cook)

NOTICE
Inasmuch as the book stores are closed on
Saturday afternoons. SCOTTS OFFICE PRODUCTS in downtown Rolla will remain open all
day on Saturdays to take care of UMR
students' requests for supply items such as
battery packs for calculators, graph paper,
engineering pads, pen refills and the like .
For 75 years, SCOTTS has served students
on the MSM-UMR campus. In fact, you'll find
SCOTTS advertisement in the first Rollamo
published in 1905. Stop by SCOTTS on Saturday afternoons, or any other time . . .

.

717 Pine Street
Rolla, MO
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FLIGHT ATTENDANTS TICKET AGENTS
RAMP & BAGGAGE PERSONNEL
CUSTOMER SERVICE
RESERVATIONS AGENTS
CLERICAL POSITIONS
Individuals interested in applying with these a'irlines Companies must be career
oriented, have a public relations personality, be willing to travel if required,
and be in good health. For further information on how to immediately apply
directly with these major airlines companies, write to:
TRA VELEX, INC.
ATTEN: AIRLINES APPLICATION INFORMATION
3865 SOUTH WASATCH BLVD. SUITE 101
SALT LAKE CITY , UTAH 84109
Please indicate briefly your background, what airlines position (s) you are interested in applying for and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope so that
you may receive further information as to what steps to take so that possible
interviews might be arranged by these airlines. All major airlines companies
are EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS .

-

Miners beat high ranked Pitt
By DAVE ROBERTS
The UMR football team,
off to its best start in ten
years, is hoping to continue
its winning ways when it
faces the Evangel College
Crusaders at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday in Springfield.
The Miners are 3-Oafter
clipping Pittsburg State, 1410, last week. UMR hasn't
won its first three games
since 1970, when it won four
in a row to start the season.'

and haven't been allowing
many yards."
Evangel, 1-2 so far, doesn't
figure to be the patsys it has
been in the past for the
Miners. In each of the last
two seasons UMR has
destroyedEvangel,
3H).
Finley thinks the Crusaders
have the talent to make a
better showing this year.

"I think they're a much
better ball club this year
than last," Finley said.
"They moved the ball pretty
against
Missouri
"It's a little rough to tell well
how good we are now," said Western last week.
"They're not making as
UMR head coach Charlie
Finley.
"Three
games many mistakes this year as
doesn't make a season, but in the past. Evangel is pretty
we've been moving the ball much a senior team this

year. They have a lot of
senior linemen."
Evangel's senior halfback
Danny Duval (!HI, 185)will
be a player for the Miners to
watch. Duval rushed for 132
yards on 18 carries in last
week's 21-13 loss to Western.
"They 'are more of an
option team this year than in
the past," Finley said. "And
they're not putting the ball
up 'nearly as much as they
have in the past. They run
very few things."

UMR is coming off its best ' ;nam got one of those ingame of the season against a terceptio~ Saturday to
ruggedPittsburg
State bring his career total to 26,
squad. The Miners proved which is a new school record.
they could move the ball
against the big Pittsburg
defense, as they rolled up 275
yards.
The Miners drew first
blood in the second quarter
when they drove 74 yards for
a score, capped by a oneyard run by junior fullback
David
Fischer.
Craig
Thomas kicked the extra
point.

The Miners showed a
balanced offensive attack,
passing for 141 yards and
13)
(contlnuedon
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Pittsburg cut the margin
to 7-3 with a wind-aided 5(}.
yard field goal by Joe
Ballou. The Gorillas jumped
on top late in the second
period when Craig Kelley hit
Steve Krull with a five-yard
touchdown pass. Ballow
added the extra point and the
score was 10-7 at intermission.
The Miner's winning
touchdown came mid-way
through the third period and
was set up when sophomore '
quarterback Dennis Pirkle
Thursday, September 25, 1980
found Fischer for a 64-yard
pass completion. Two plays
The Missouri Miner
later Pirkle again went to
Rusty Adams scores the winning
Page 12
the air and hit tight end
Rusty Adams for a seven- touchdown.
Roland St. John)
yard touchdown. Thomas'
kick proved to be the final
score of the game.
The Miner defense once
again was awesome against
the run, allowing just 46
yards. UMR ranks first in
By JOHN DANIEL .
the MIAA in rushing and
Brent Haefner and the total defense. Going into the
UMR cross country team Pittsburg game the Miners
had to settle for second place had the third rankeddefense
at the SIU Edwardsville in NCAA Division II.
The Big Piney River
Invitatiqnallast Saturday. .,
Pittsburg did get 184 yards
.Lincoln University won ~ :-'trn:pugh the air, but Finley
meet with a low score of ~ .,s~id that stat is deceiving.
The UMR Harriers finiShed 'lMost of Pittsburg's passing
"econd with 39 points and yards came on two big
were followed by SIU and plays," he said. "Wben
UMSL.
teams don't rush well on us
The individual honors they go to the air and try to
With This Ad
to Lincoln also. AU- beat
the
secondary.
_ _ _ _ _ Hal Tharp _ _ _ __ went
American Mike Lamb flew Sometimes they do but it
through the hilly 5 mile seems like we get a lot of
35 miles S.W. of Rolla
course in 25:47. Haefner interceptions too." UMR
Call Today 1-435-6669
followed in second place, picked off four passes
while Lincoln runners took Saturday to bring their total
See Ozark Mountain
the next two spots.
to nine on the season - top in
Sports
Danny Brown finished the conference.
seventh while Dan Marley,
UMR safety Bill GranJoe. Henze, Kevin Stock,
This
week's
Kr-CluD State-pIfiS6urg. Hal also haa Mark Stuckey, and ROn
Athlete of the week is Hal 8 tackles, 5 of. them Clark completed the scoring
A compelling invitation to terror
Tharp of the Miner football unassisted. Hal is a senior for the Miners.
-from
the best-selling author of
team. Hal is a defensive maj.orin~ \ in
electrical
The Harriers will host
The Dead Zone and The Shining
back and bad two in- engmeenng.
Westminister College and
terceptions In this weeks win
Congratulations Hal!
Evangel this Saturday at 11
over highly ranked Kansas
a.m.
"Defensively
they're
different," he said. "They
used to run a pro 4-3, but now
are stacking up inside quite
a bit."

Sports · ..

Cross
Country

Celebrate
Fall

Rich's Last Resort

$2 off

CANOE RENTAL

M-Club

Athlete of the week

FIRE-STARTER

Shorf Term Hospital Policy
VALUABLE PROTECTION WHEN YOU ARE:
-between employment or laid off
-recently graduated
·on vocation from college

STEPHEN KING

$13 95
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215 W. 8th Street, Ramsey Building, Suite 212
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-Intramural football and golf underway
By JOHN DANIEL
Intramural Football has
completed its third week of
action and tennis action is
underway, while golf was
completed last Sunday.
Entering the scene next
week will be racquetball and
billiards.
In Division I football,
Sig Ep leads League I with ~
4-0 record. However, Phi

Kap is also undefeated at 3~.
TKE leads League II with a
3~ record after narrowly
defeating Kappa Sig 3~ in a
first place battle. The TKE
defense remains the only
defense unscored upon.
In Division II - football,
Campus and Triangle are
tied for the League I lead
with 3~ records. GDI leads
League II with a 3~ record,

although AEPi follows with a
2-0 record.
BSU edged GDI 274-'1:17 for
the golf title. Bob Parry,
Fred Lamar, Terry Burres,
and Kevin Roney made up
the BSU team. Medalist
honors went to Marc
Schrank and Tom Rosenmeyer of Beta Sig, and John
Chastain and Larry Sicking
ofSigTau.

Following are last week's
football scores as well as the
standings
through
last
week's action.
Sig Ep 35, Beta Sig 14
Triangle 20, Delta Tau 6
RHA35, MHA-Westo
Sig Tau 16, Lambda Chi 14
Pi KA 28, MAA-East 13
Kappa Sig 28, Sig Nu 0
Sig Pi 33, TJHA 0
Campus 17, BSU 0
GDl24,ASS8
Sig Ep 30. Tech Eng 14
Theta Zi 26, Acacia 25
Delta Sig 2, Newman 0
TKE 3, Kappa Sig 0
Phi Kap 21, KA 7

DIVISION I
League I
SigmaPhiEp
Phi Kappa Theta
Beta Sigma Psi
Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha
Tech Eng.
ROTC
MHAEast
League II
TKE
Kappay Sigma
Sigma Pi
SigmaNu
Wesley
RHA

4-0
3~

2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
~2

DIVISION II
League I
Campus
Triangle
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Sigma Phi
BSU
CCH
Newman

3~
3~

1-1
1-1
1-2
~2

~3

~3
3~

2-1
2-1
1-1

I-I

TJHA

1-2
1-2

MHAWest

~3

League II
GDI
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Sigma Tau Gamma
ThetaZi
Acacia
Lambda Chi Alpha
ASS

3~
2~

2-1
1-1
~2

~2
~2

Gridders beat Pitt (cont)

The Miner defense holds tough again in the Pitt State game.
( Photo by Rola nd St. John)

running for 134. The team
was criticised last year for
not being able to move the
ball. "The passing game has
been very good to us,"
Finley said. "We're hitting
57 percent of our passes."
Pirkle has taken hold of
the quarterback spot after
sharing it with fellow
sophomore Chris Nisbet the
second half of last season.
Pirkle has completed 61
percent of his passes and
threw for three touchdowns

Soccer team off track
By GERRY SCHNITZLER

The Miner kickers took it
on the chin in a game with
Missouri
Southern last
Saturday in Rolla. The final
score was Mo. Southern 4,
UMRl.
Tim Hantack scored at the
3 minute mark for Missouri
Southern on a high chip
which eluded the Miner
goalie. The next Mo.
Southern goal came on a shot

Year after year,
semester after
semester, Fidelity
Union Life is the
most popular plan
on campuses all
over America.
Find out why.

by Chris Diver after the ball
had come loose at the mouth
of the Miner goal. At 41
minutes the Miners got their
first goal of the 1980 soccer
season on a penalty kick by
Donny Anselm. 35 seconds
later Chuck Womack scored
for Mo. Southern. The score
at the end of the first half of

the match was Mo. Southern
3, UMR 1.
At 86 minutes 23 seconds
Alberto Excobar got the last
gOal ' of the game. Final
score: UMR 1, Mo. Southern
4.
Mo. Southern outshot the
Miners 10 to 6. Coach McNallv.
understandably

dissatisfied with the team's
play thus far this season, is
interested in organizing a
year-round soccer league to
improve the Miners' competiveness.
The next Miner game is
September 26 with Avila
College at Avila.

364·5268
F

Leading the way are starters
Fischer and senior Jim Lee,
a
tailback.
Both are
averaging more than four
yards per carry. Behind
them are tailbacks Randy
Shed, a freshman, and Jon
Falke and fullbacks Mark
Anderson and Brian Paris.
All
have
shown
the
capability to step in and get
the job done.
Finley Is hoping Paris'
recovery from a broken arm
suffered in preseason Is
almost complete. "We're
hoping to get Paris and Shed
going," Finley said. "They
give us a little more power
than Lee and Fischer. And
Anderson also needs to play.

We've Moved fo Serve
You Better
Sports Uniforms & Equipment

Vessell's
Racquet
Club
Opening
October 1

RICH MEIER
General Agent
8th & Pine
Scott Building
Suite 201
Rolla

in the first three games.
The passing attack could
suffer this week, however.
Starting wide receiver Jeff
Walters,
a senior,
is
scheduled to have knee
surgery . this week. Also
Adams and slotback Jim
Gambill are slowed with bad
knees and freshman tight
end Scott Stephens, who
opened the season as a
starter, is bothered by an
injured shoulder.
Finley hopes a deep
rushing attack can overcome the losses in the
receiving crops. The Miners
are the top ranked rushing
offense in the league and
third in total rushing.

Student Rates Available
For Information Call

364-4208

Official Miner
T-Shirts & Jerseys
Fraternity Jerseys
House Jerseys
Silk Screen Printing
Fast Service

Sport Shoes
(Jogging. Training ,
Basket boll , Football , Tennis )

Complete Line of
Greek Accessories

Come visit us ot our new locotion
1200 Pine.

KEY -=========-

S~gRT3~~OP

-

--------....
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Tankmen split 4 in Saluki invitational
went as follows: Periclch i
goal 2 asslsls ; Dickinson 2
goals 3 assists; Adams 3
goals 2 assists ; Bees 5 goals
3 assists ; Entwistle 2 goals 3
assists ; Flowers 2 goals 2
assists ; Homoky 5 goals 3
assists ; and Raskin 2 goals 1
assist. Beyer in goal had 7
saves and 1 assist while
Zacher, also in goal, ,had 4

By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The Water Polo Club team
beat Principia and Illinois
22-4 and 24-4 in the Salukl
Invitational in Carbondale
last weekend. Loyola outscored the Miners 12-9 and
Indiana was victorious 16-7.
In.the game with Principia
the Rolla tankmen scoring

saves. Final score: UMR 22,
PrinCipia 4.
Scoring for the Miners
against
lilinois
were:
Perlcich 1 goal 1 assist;
Chambers 4 goals 4 assists;
Adams 3 goals 1 assist;
Dickinson 2' goals 3 assists;
Homoky 3 goals 2 asslsls ;
Entwistle 2 goals 3 assists;

Women's soccer begins
By SANDY JOHNSON
This weekend will mark
the start of a new and exCiting season for the UMR
women's soccer club. The
team
will
challenge
Maryville
College
this
Saturday, Sept. 27, at 1:30
p.m. The game will be
played at the intramural
fields located near the MultiPurpose Building.
This year's 20 member

team Is sponsored by the
Mulally
Distributing
Company, which distributes
such refreshing beverages
as Budweiser, Busch and
Michelob beer. The team
will
be competing intercollegiately; where as,
last year, they played only
other St. Louis teams. They
hope to draw enough interest
to one day encourage UMR
to sponsor a varsity soccer
team for women.

Practices are held every
night,
Sunday
through
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. on the
intramural fields. The game
is played in 45 minute halves
with an eleven man team ; 4
forwards, 2 halfbacks, 4 full
backs and one goalie. Any
women interested in playing
should attend one of the
scheduled practiCes for
more
information.
The
coaches anticipate a fun and
exciting season.

Nacen 1 goal; Flowers 7
goals 2 assists; Gladis 2
goals; and Tompkins 1
assist. Beyer had 5 saves and
1 assist and Zacher had 1
save. Final score: UMR 24,
Illinois 4.
Loyola, fifth last year in
the NCAA Water Polo
league, came out on top in a
close 12-9 decision. Homoky
had 1 goal in the match, as
did Bess, Chambers, Raskin,
and Adams. Dickinson and
Entwistle each had 2 goals.
In the 16-7 loss to Indiana

the following Miners had
goals: Flowers, Adams and
Chambers (1 apiece); Entwistle (2 goals); and Raskin
(2 goals) .
The
Miner
tankmen
played well despite their two
losses, according to Coach

Pease. "We cOuld have
beaten Loyola - It was a
close match."
The next big water polo
matchup Is in Rolla. The
UMR invitational will be
held at the Multi-Purpose
Building pool October 3-4.

Christopher Jewelers
903 Pine Rolla, MO

364-2264
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Consider A Future
With Superior Oil.

(I, ,

Bo
*Bc
*B\
*BI
'Br

*C~

We're the targest independ ent oi l and gas producer in the U.S. and o ur
success is based o n our people and our technology.

*Ca

'Ce

We 're 10uking for more good people to continue our growth.

·cr

Cla
'Cl

1fIII!II-~

'Co

'CO
Our Explorat ion Dept.
will be recruiting at University of Missouri-Rolla
for st uden ts graduating in:
GEOPHYStCS (BS, MS)

'Co
'C o
C.

'Da
Dav:

'De:
'Del

Als o for summer positions in
GEOPHYSICS (Jr. or Sr.)
GEOLOGY (Jr. or Sr.)

·Ea.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3

'La,

Contact your Placement Office for more details.

FLO!
'FLC

'Drj

'Fel

'Fra
Fra!

'FIU
'GEC
'GEC

Gran

SUPERIOR @OI1
~:-..~
Rich Bee)

Fight night coming
A second annual "Night at
the Fights" will be held in
Rolla at 8 p.m. FrIday, Oct.
3, in the Nashville Pennant
Hall at the Manor Inn.
"Night at the Fights" will
present UMR students and
area amateur boxers in a
schedule of 10 bouts
throughout the evening.
The event Is sponsored by
UMR students wbo are
members of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternlty. It Is in-

tended to proVide an opportunity for students and
area citizens interested in
the sPOrt of boxing to par-

'ILD

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Jim Stevenson &

()t'lSHEI(
Staff
E
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.Wh ipped Cream and a Cherry

~~1

Reg . _ $ 1 . 0 0
larger $1

.35

Super_ $ 1 . 7 0

'-

Forum Pla za

Shp. Cnlr .
Rollo

602 Elm
Rolla, MO
Phone:
364-6416

'!(7,i,

'Jun
'ICan

'KAI(
'Ken
Lebal
'LOci
LOu I

Fi
not

Q

tbisilJ

All

r.~

organ
elller!

Try Ruby's New Turtle Sundae I
·Pecon Halves

IUD]

tiCip

"5 Qualified Hair Designers
Offering Talent And
Experience To Meet Your
Needs And Personal
Expectations."

364·6762

1. 2 or 3 scoops of
·Von illo Ice Cream
·Hol Fudge & Caramel Topping

'Ind
Ind ~
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Rollo's Coldest Beer
Gas- lee-Wines
1808 N. Bishop

'HOO

'Hum

The Superior Oil Company is an equal opportunity employer, mlf

THE

Faulkner's Beverage &
Mini Mart

llAW~

P.O. Box 1521
Houston, Texas 77001

Miner Ruggers do battle with Sunday Morning Rugby Club,
(Phntnby

' llAR

Phel~
pl'Oce(

eVent

Individual Styling
Stations To Insure
Privacy For Both
Men And Women

"SUNTANA"

eight,)

SUD System

f!1lIllE

Come and check out our
new sun tan system .
Guaranteed tan without
burning.

L - ._ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J

. '-
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N

*

N

*
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404
• Home Team
F:R.1DAY. Sr::PTLj·ffiE.R 26, 1911(\
eROBi\Bw liI.NNE~ '?£SCoW;§ PItOBli. DLE LOt'SRS ~ SCORES
... heyney State •.•••••• 21 *1:i lliar;I Paterson ::-:-11+
·Glassboro State • • • • • 28 J C"sey
City State • • • 7
"LEHIGH
",,
,
.............. 21 PENrLYLVI\N~ ........ 7

PROBADL::: ,IIHiERS ~ SCOr<ES PR OBADLE LOSERS & SCORES
. SUirDAY, SEPTLMBER 2~J , 1980
I1ISSOURI •.••••••••••• 28 *SAI~ DIEGO STATE- ~
NA.T I OllA L FOOTBALL ~Gur; _
*M on t ana ••••••••••••• 28Id a h 0 •••••••••••••••
•••• 13
~o ntcl~ir' Sta te ...... 2 1 *Kean ...............
II\TLANTA .... ........ .. 1 '1 SAN FRA ,ICISCO •••••• 16
I·lOraVl.an •••.•••••••• 21 Delaware Valley ••••• 'i.BALTHIORE ••••••••••• 24IEW YORK JETS ....... 23
SkTURDAY , SEPTEMBER ~(, 19t1O
~o rehead State ....... 28 *l ,iddle Tennessee St. IljDALLAS ............. .. 20 'GREEN BAY .......... 10
Adrian ••••••••••.•.•• 21 " C'~!1e~a ••••••• • ••••• 14 Muhlenbe rg •• • ••••••• ?l J ~hns Hopkins ••••••• Ilj *DETROIT ••••••••••••• 161INNESOTA ........... 13
*ALABAj'!A ••••••••••••• ~V lud)EF.BILT •...• .• ••• 711urray State ••• •• •••• ", ,+ ¥1 .;r,ne ssee Ter.h ••••• 21HOUSTON
.
17 'C INCINllATI ......... 1 3
*Appalachian State ••• 28E &st Te nnessee State • 14 * NAVY ; •••••••• • •••••• 35IHLLIA~j & MAny •••••• IljLOS Al1GELES':::::::::: 17 'NLW YORK GIANTS •••• 1II*ARKANSAS ••..•••••••• 2lj 'ruLsA ••.••••••••.• • • 7 NEDRASKA •••• •• • ... •• • 2lj "' PLNN STATE •.• ••• ••• 21"'11IAiiI
20lEH ORLEANS ......... 17
AShland .............. Ilj *Indiana Central .... 7 :~W i'~ ICO .., ........ 3;: NLW iiE~ IC O STATE .... Ilj OAKLAi'ID' :::::::::::::: 17'BUFFALO •••••••••••• 16
*Laldl;1n-Hallace ••••• 42 Heidelberg.......... 0 ~NORTH CkROLIltA STATE. 1/ \<JA KE FOREST • • •• ••••• Ilj Pli l LADr::LPHIA ••••••••• 17'ST . LOUIS .......... 16
*Bates ............... 17 1-liddlebury .......... 14 NORTH CAROL I NA ...... 14 'Ll\.RYLA IID ............ 13*PITTS"URGH
20 :HICAGO ••••••• •• •••• 10
BAYLOR ............... 14 *ThXAS ITCH ......... 13 *North Da k ota State .. 2 1 Horthern Co lorado ... 20S A ', DmGO .. :::::::::: 20 'KANSAS CITy •••••••• 13
*Bloomsburg State .... 21dansfield State ..... 7 *North Dako ta ........ 31 Augustana (S . D. ) .... 14 . TA i<iPA BAy .. .. .. ... .. 20 :LEVELAND ••••••••••• 17
Boise State . .......... 21 "l<iontana State ...... 7 Norther.1 Arl.Z ona ..... 1 7 *Fullerton State .. .. 14 ' vlkSHIJITGTON
20 ;EAT'tLE ............. 17
*Boston U. . . . . . . . . . . . 28 Maine............... 7 "'Nor the r n IOlla .... ... 2 ] krkansas Tech . .. .... 14
I
..... .. . ..
• Bowdoin ............. 21Amherst ............. 14 *llorIJich ............. 1.r.U. s. C. G. Aca demy. 7
.Brigham young ••••••• 31 Long Beach State •••• 14 *OHIO STATE •••••• • ••• 2c ARIZONA STA TE... . ... 7
.Brown ............... 24Bucknell ............ 7 -Oh i o D .. .... ... .. .... 2~ Northern Illin ois ... 21
!l0HDA Y, ~J:;PTEi·lBER~ , ill£'
.CALIFORNIA .......... 21 ARIZONA ............. 20 'OKLAH?NA ............. 21, ~TANFORD •.! . . . . . . . . . . 14..
_
.. Capital ............. 28 1oiount Union ......... 14 * Pa c l.fl.:: (Calif . ) .... 21, 1I . Texas (Ll Paso) .. 14 NEI-i EiiGLANV ......... 2CDENVJ:;l\ .............. 17
.Central i,iichigan .... 42 Kent State.......... 7 ·PITTSBURGH .......... 3] TEHPLE .............. 7
.ClliCINNATI .......... 24 vIICHlTA STATE ....... 14Portland Sta te ...... . 3~ * Id aho State ........ 7r.~:>-<::;>"~O-C""<:::>-<::;>"~~O-C""<:::>-<::;>,,~o-c"c:":"'·~c>_o-a
Clarion State ........ 24*Westminster (Pa.) .. 14Puget Sound .......... 31<'Hayward State ...... 14
SPI, AH Games. 0 0 Supplies
.Clemson ............. 31 Western Carolina .... 7 *RUTGSRS ............. 28PRINCETON ........... 7
0t
·Colby ............... 21Worcester Poly ...... 7
• Joseph 's ( Ind.) .. 21*Evansville ......... 14
.COLGATE ............. 14cORNELL ............. 13 St • LaHrence ......... 21 "ioierchant Marine .... 7
.Colorado State U . . . . 24u. Nevada (L.V.) .... 21 Sli p pe ry Rock S tate .. 14 *Ca lifornia (Pa.) St. 7
.Columbia ............ 17Lafayette ........... 14*South Carolina State. 24Howard U. (D.C.) .... 7
Pine ~
c. W. Post ........... 17 *Northeastern
14*South Dalwta State .. 21South Dakota ........ 14
.Dartmouth ••••••••••• 21 New Hampshire....... 7 S0 • CALIFORNIA ••••••• 24*MI NfTESOTA •••••••••• 7l>OO-C""<:::>-<::;>"~O-C""<:::>-<::;>"~O-C""<:::>-<::;>"~o-.d
Davidson ............. 28.Southwestern (Tenn.) 14 *So. Ne thodist ....... 35U. Texas (Arlington) • 14
.Delaware ............ 31 Morgan State ........ 7 S ; w. Louisiana ...... 24*N. E. Louisiana .... 14
*DePauw .............. 17 Albion .............. 14 "Springfield ......... 28So. Connecticut ..... 7
.Drake ............... 14 So. Illinois ........ 13 *SYRACUSE ............ 31NORTfiWESTERN ........ 14
.East Carolina ....... 21 So. Hississippi ..... 20 Tennessee State ...... 35 ·Texas Southern ..... 7
• East Stroudsburg St •• 14 Central Connecticut. 7TENNESSEE ............ Ilj ·AUBURN ............. 13
.Ferris State ........ 21Alma ................ 14*TEXAS ............... 3cOREGON STATE ........ 0
FLORIDA STATE : ....... 21.1HAioiI (FLA.) ....... 20 * Toledo .............. 3]Eas te rn i~ichigan .... 7
.FLORIDA ••••••••••••• 24 MISSISSIPPI STATE ••• 21· Trinity (Conn.) ••••• 2cHamilton •••••••••••• '14
.Franklin ............ 21 Hope ................ 14Tufts ................ 21*IJe sleyan ........... 14
Franklin & Marshall .. 17 *Gettysburg ......... 14 *U. , C. L. A . . . . . . . . . . 28 wISCONSli, .......... ; 14
OPERATIONS
.Furman .............. 17V. 11. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14U. liO. (Rolla) ....... 28 *Evangel ............ 7
SYSTEM DESIGN
.GEORGIA TLCH ........ 28 NE1·iPHIS STATE ....... 14U. Nebraska (Omaha) .. 28*iiorningside ........ 7
SYSTEM PlANNING
.GEORGIA ..... : ....... 21 TLJ{AS CHRISTIAN..... 7 U • Nevada (Reno) ..... 24*Weber State........ 7
POWER PIlODUCTION
Grambling •••••••••••• 17 .Florida A. & M••••• 14U. Tenn. (Chattanooga) • 24*The Citadel........ 7
POWER PlANT DESIGN
.. HARVARD ............. 24 HOLY CROSS .......... 14Upsala ............... 14 *S usquehanna ........ 6
DATA PIIOCESSING
HAWAII ............... 17 *VIYONING ............ 14*Utah ................ 31Fresno State ........ 14
.HOUSTON ............. 24 NORTH TEXI\S STATE ... 7 *Valparaiso ........... 24Butler .............. 21
"Humboldt State •••••• 31 Pacific Lutheran •••• 21 *V ILLAiWVA ••••••••••• 14BOS TON COLLEGE •••••• 13
*ILLINOIS ............ 24 AIR FORCE ........... 7*Vir ginia Tech ...... . 42 James ~!adison ....... 6
.Indiana State ....... 24 Akron ............... 21VIRGINIA ............. 21 *DUKE ............... 7
If these career areas interest you and you will be
INDIANA •••••••••••••• 24 *COLORADO •••••• • •••• 14Virginia Union ••••••• 14 *W inston-Salem •••••• 7
receivi ng a B.S. or M.S. El ectrical. a B.S. Mechanical
Indiana U. (Pa.) ..... 24 *Shippensburg State. 21 Wabash ............... 21 *Kalamazoo .......... 7
degree, sign up to talk to:
*IOWA ................ 17 IOWA STATE .......... 14 *HASHING TON STATE .... 24ARHY ................ 14
.Juniata ............. 14 Albright ............ 13 *WASH I NGTON .......... 170RLGON ........ ..... . 14
L_ry L Johnson
*Kansas State ........ 38 Arkansas State ...... 14 *Wayne (dich.) State. 17Tows on S tate........ 7
*KANSAS .............. 17 LOUISVILLE ...... .... 7*West Chester State .. 14American International 13
October 10, 1980
.. Kentucky ............ 24 Bowling Green....... 7 *Vieste rn Kentucky .... 24Austin Peay State ... 14
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Lebanon Valley ....... 14 *Dickinson .......... 7vl estern do/uyland ..... 21*S wa rthmore ......... 7
Oecatw, III il\Oi 5 62S2S
*Lock Haven State .... 21 Edinboro State ...... 14 *West Texas State .... 24s . vi . Texas ......... 14
LOUISIANA STATE ...... 21 .RICE ............... 7*WEST VIRG I NIA ....... 28RI CHHmID ............ 14
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Widener •••••• ••• ••• •• 31 *Ursinus ••••• ••. .••• 7
Mole/ Female
"Wi llia ms •• • •• ••••••• 35Rochester ••••••••••• 7
*Wi ttenbe r g •••••••••• 28 Ohi o Northern ••• •••• 14
.. YALE ................ 1 7CONNECTICUT ......... 14
*Youngstown State .... 24Northern Nichigan ... 21
ticipate in or to watch a sport
Tickets for "Night at the
.Louislana Tech •••••• 17vlestern Illin01s •••• 14
not otherwise available in Fights" are $2 per person in
Lycoming ••••••• •• •••• 1 7*W ilke s •• •• • .•••••• • 14
this area.
advance or $2.50 per person
*Ma ssachusetts ••••••• 28Delaware State •••••• 14
All proceeds, after ex- at the door. Advance tickets
*dcNeese State •.••••• 31N. W. Louisiana • • ••• 7
MIAiiI ( OHIO ) ......... 1 7*£ALL STATE ... . ..... 11.r
penses, will be donated to may be obtained at Key
"Nichigan State •••••• 24We ster n l1i chiga n •••• 14
L.O,V.E .,
a
local Sport Shop or from all
*hICHlGAN .•••• • •••••• l %OUTH CI\ROLlNA . •• ••• 7
organization
providing members of the Lambda Chi . Hillersv
ille State ... 21*Kutztown State ..... 14 ' - - - ' - - - - - - -_ _...._______
emergency assistance to fraternity .
-MI SS I SS IPPI ••••••••• 24TULANE ........ . . .... 14
Phelps County citizens. The
proceeds from last year's
event ($500) were donated to
We buy, sell, & trade.
-MILLER -MillER LITE
James Huskey, a Rolla
Books, records,
eight-year-old
suffering
-PABST -COORS -ERLANGER
8-tracks,
from Hodgkinn's Disease.
-SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR ON TAP
n .. _~
·
~_I""
fIt:/Ii:Il~••
Those interested in parcassettes,
ticipating in one of the 10
& comics.
bouts (women boxers not
excluded) are asked to call
Kenny Strope at 364--9901.
Practice facilities will be
provided
at
the
Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building at UMR.

d ou,

&

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009

olla
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Rolla, Mo.

364-5581

ENGINEERS
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Fights (cont.)
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HOT SANDWICHES Made
Fresh Daily
HOURS: 11:30 a.m.-1 a.m. Mon.-Sat.

E

--
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Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mart Sell. for Less. Wal Mart Sells for Less. Wal Mdrt S~I"

Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rolla
Open 9 to 9 Mon. thru Sat.
Good Th ru Sat. ~ Sept. 27, 1980

YOUR CHOICE: Coleman
Sleeping Bag
-3Ib. insu l. 200 ba g (N o . 81 3 1-6SS)
or 4 lb . Dacron Ho llofil808 bag (No .
81 41 -777)
-Bot h have 100% co tton sheeti ng &
100" aluminum zipper , finished size
33" x7S"

-100% t ea
-Netwt . 30z.

Emerson Portable
Cassette Reco rder
-AC/ DC, built- in condenso r nec .
-Au t omati c stop system

21

96

18~

-With grounded utility
outlet
-S ize 16.3 conductor

-4 shelf un it
-All steel; sturdy nut
& bolt construction

-25 ft .

Air Filters
-Home use, glass fibers
-Size l"xl0x20, 1"x20x20, l"xI2x2S ,
1"x20x2S

12

-30 gallon

-Beef, chicken,
I iver flavors
-15"1. oz. can

Trouble Free
Trouble Lite

Quaker Colorrific's Metal
Shelving

Rubbermaid Roughneck
Trash Can

Strong Heart
Dog Food

48~

Betty "G" Cooker Fryer
_5'/2 qt .
-Automatic-electric
-Big fam i ly size stew-deep fry
-Model CFS3

13

27

Planters Cocktail
Peanuts
-Vacuum packed
-N et. wt . 12 0 z.

1

32

Suit Hangers

Troian Foot Locker

-Set of two
-Solid wood
-Model W -7904

-Tan, black , & blue
Your Cho ice

